


HOW DOES IT WORK?
THE GEARBOX

Type of activity: Build and experiment Focus: Gears and ratio

Skills used: Following instructions, making observations 8-13 years 30-40 minutes



In this task you will use sweets to make and explore why gears are so versatile. 

Will you take up the challenge to build a complex gear system?

Racing cars and motorbikes use gears to help get to top speed as quickly as 
possible. If you’ve looked closely at a moving bicycle, you have seen gears at work. 

REAL SCIENCE
A gear is just a wheel with teeth, 
sometimes called a cog. 
To do any work with a gear, you need to 
have at least two cogs with their teeth 
fitting into each other. 
When the gears work together they 
transfer the power of the engine to enable 
a car or motorbike to accelerate.



You will need

*   Ask an adult if you want help with the scissors 

** You will need at least two round plastic lids of 5 cm and 12 cm in diameter



Arrange an even number of sweets 
tightly around the rim of the lid, with the 
base of each sweet touching the disc.

Draw a mark on the lid at the centre of 
every other sweet and use these guides 
to stick them in the correct position 
using edible glue.

Remove the sweets that aren’t stuck 
down - but don’t be tempted to eat 
them just yet! 

 
The gaps they leave with be filled by the 
sweets of the second gear. 

You can now repeat the process using 
the larger lid (you’ll need more sweets 
for this) so you have two gears. 

Using the scissors, make a hole in the 
centre of the small lid.

 
Push a split pin through the hole, and 
make sure the lid spins freely - you’ll 
need this movement for the gears to 
work.

Dont forget to ask an adult for help 
using sharp tools.

How to make the gears
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Place the larger gear next to the smaller 
one so that the teeth (the sweets) are 
interlocked.

Make sure there are a few millimeters 
between the teeth of one gear and the 
rim of the other so they are not quite 
touching. 

Once you have the correct position, 
attach the second gear to the cardboard 
with the split pin.

The two gears should lock together and 
spin in opposite directions. 

You have now made a set of gears!

Make a small hole near the middle of a 
cardboard sheet, make sure you get an 
adult to help with any sharp tools.

Take the smaller of the two gears and 
attach it using the split pin.

How to make the gears, continued
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Let’s experiment
You can now explore how gears work using your model. To make it easier for you to see how fast 
the gears turn, use the marker to draw a line connecting the centre of your two gears and watch 
how it moves. Turn the smaller gear until it completes one full rotation.

What happens when you turn a 
single gear? 
Was your prediction correct? 
Can you tell which gear turned 
the fastest?

• How far did the larger gear move? 

• Did it make more than, less than or 
exactly one complete turn? 

• Can you tell now which gear turned 
faster? Why would that happen?

• Do you notice in which direction the 
gears turn? 

• Do both turn in the same direction or 
in opposite directions? Why would that 
happen?



Use a container lid with a bigger diameter than the two you’ve already made to create a third 
gear. Attach your gear system - remember to make sure the teeth interlink.

• What do you think will happen if you turn one gear of this set? 

• Can you predict the direction in which the other two gears will move when you make one turn?

• Count the number of teeth on a set of interlocking gears and use these numbers to find out 
how much faster a larger gear rotates when it interlinks with a smaller one.

• Make more gears of different and equal sizes and try different combinations.

The gears in this activity were all 
attached to a flat piece of cardboard. 
Can you make a configuration where 
one gear is at a right angle with a 
second gear?

Don’t forget
Not everything works the first time you try, keep 
trying until you find something that does work, 
that’s how we succeed.

Share your creations
To let us know how you got on, email

learning@silverstonemuseum.co.uk

or find us online:

   @SilverstoneIM

   @SilverstoneIM

Build up your gear system


